STUDENT LEADERS 2015
Kolbe Catholic College

SCHOOL CAPTAINS

Chisholm
12  Emily Geling (CMPR)
    Austin McAleese (CAPE)
11  Ariana Hetherington (CFUT)
10  Hope Williams (CMPR)
  9  Hana Clark (CAPE)
  8  Adam Hester (CESP)
  7

MacKillop
12  Rebecca Ffoulkes (MTED)
    Daniel Ofner (MSSH)
11  Aaron Kaputin (MSSH)
10  Jai Wallace (MMBA)
  9  Leanne Harrison (MSSH)
  8  Blake Gornall (MSSH)
  7

Teresa
12  Zoe Jacob (TWVD)
    Shaun Thompson (TSGR)
11  Ben Farrington (TRKE)
10  Mitchell Shoesmith (TRKE)
  9  Curtis Martin (TRKE)
  8  Joshua Figredo (TRKE)
  7

LEARNING AREA CAPTAINS

DANCE CAPTAIN
  Alana Canna (TSHA)
DRAMA CAPTAIN
  Conor Legg (MSWH)
Ministry CAPTAINS
  Erica Wallace (MSWH) / Erika Fernandes (LESL)
MUSIC CAPTAIN
  Michael Slitenbachs (LKGO)
SPORT CAPTAIN (FEMALE)
  Jesika Bussey (LMCA)
SPORT CAPTAIN (MALE)
  Matthew Ramsden (LETR)
TECHNOLOGY and LEARNING CAPTAIN
  Steven Thomas (XDGI)
THEATRE TECHNOLOGY
  Monica Connelly (TSHA)

SCHOOL CAPTAINS VICE

Loyola
12  Abby Barnden (LETR)
    Austin Tucker (LAPI)
11  Teisha Pink (LAPI)
10  Judith Paredes-Sanchez (LAPI)
  9  Rhys Delamont (LESL)
  8  Patrick Marshall (LMCA)
  7

Rice
12  Gemma Turanski (RPCH)
    Tommy Huynh (RAGO)
11  Erin McNulty (RDBU)
10  Jordan Coughlan (RPCH)
  9  Jada De Luca (RRPE)
  8  Diego Florenca (RPCH)
  7

Xavier
12  Jade Vorenberg (XPLE)
    Charlie Smith (XSCH)
11  Zac Brockwell (XJPE)
10  Matthew Thomas (XDWA)
  9  Garrett Smook (XJPE)
  8  Trejean Hammond (XTCR)
  7